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"The success of the PGA TOUR lies in the golfers' individual quests for achievement--making the cut, winning a tournament,
qualifying for playoffs, and making it onto the TOUR. Based on interviews with over twenty professional golfers, this book provides
new insight into the TOUR system, the events affecting tournament outcomes, and the career-changing opportunities that result"-In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
As Captain L. J. Bohanin heads for California to enjoy his retirement from the 10th Cavalry he becomes immersed in a mystery
involving a beautiful and complex school teacher in Springfield, Colorado. Bohanin, a romantic at heart, decides to champion the
woman's cause only to find that the deeper he becomes involved, the more complex and dangerous are his circumstances. The
old saying goes, There's no fool like an old fool, and Bohanin soon realizes how much he fits the profile. BohaninOCOs Last Days
is not the typical shoot-em-up, even with a large quota of bad guys, blazing guns, and Old West adventure. If you like westerns
and want a good read, B BohaninOCOs Last Days is the ticket. Boson Books offers several novels and nonfiction works about the
Old West by Randy Smith. For an author bio and photo, reviews, and a reading sample, visit bosonbooks.com."

Randy Hodson was one of contemporary sociology's central figures in the study of work, occupations, and inequality.
This volume pays tribute to his important scholarly contributions. Chapters by other important scholars in these fields
reflect and build on his research in work conditions, worker resistance, and social stratification.
This authoritative volume reviews the breadth of current scientific knowledge on subjective well-being (SWB): its
definition, causes and consequences, measurement, and practical applications that may help people become happier.
Leading experts explore the connections between SWB and a range of intrapersonal and interpersonal phenomena,
including personality, health, relationship satisfaction, wealth, cognitive processes, emotion regulation, religion, family life,
school and work experiences, and culture. Interventions and practices that enhance SWB are examined, with attention to
both their benefits and limitations. The concluding chapter from Ed Diener dispels common myths in the field and
presents a thoughtful agenda for future research.
Deviance and Social Control: A Sociological Perspective serves as a guide to students delving into the fascinating world
of deviance for the first time, offering clear overviews of issues and perspectives in the field as well as introductions to
classic and current academic literature. The unique text/reader format provides the best of both worlds, offering both
substantial original chapters that give an overview of the field and the theories, as well as carefully selected articles on
deviance and social control taken directly from leading academic journals and books.
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Effective Programs for Treating Autism Spectrum Disorder: Applied Behavior Analysis Models is written for teachers, parents, and service
providers, and explains the strategies implemented by outstanding treatment programs.
DrillbriefFormulas and Calculations for Drilling, Production and WorkoverGulf Professional Publishing
What would be the odds of a poor Mexican boy who migrated with his family to southern California in the 1920s rising through the ranks of
the American education system to become the first Hispanic principal of a junior and senior high school in San Diego, the second Hispanic to
be a college president in California, and to serve in the administrations of four U.S. presidents? Armando Rodriguez spoke no English when
he first set foot in the United States and was just old enough to start school in a district with few Spanish-speaking teachers. But with parents
who emphasized the importance of education and who taught him the value of hard work, Armando Rodriguez became fluent in English,
received a doctorate in bilingual education, and was instrumental in developing the field of bilingual education while serving as Assistant
Commissioner of Education for the nation. Rodriguez recalls his inspirational journey from a short child who was so dark he was nicknamed
"Shadow" to being influential in shaping education on district, state, and national levels. Some still call him Shadow, though it is now spoken
with respect and admiration for an immigrant who overcame many obstacles to become an instrument of change for his country. "Armando
Rodriguez offers the gift of his fascinating life in this timely and candid autobiography of a poor immigrant child who arrived speaking no
English and climbed the entire staircase of the American dream to power in Washington."--Eleanor Holmes Norton

This practical volume covers all aspects of the neuropsychological assessment of children, adults, and the elderly. Three
sections deal with-developmental considerations-the various neurobehavioral disorders-and specialized assessment of
individual cognitive functions, including abstraction, memory, language, spatial perception, and motor skills. Two
noteworthy chapters discuss neuropsychiatric disorders and assessment methods used in behavioral neurology. This
interdisciplinary book addresses not only the needs of neuropsychologists but also those of other psychologists and
rehabilitation specialists as well.
Gives all the formulas and calculations likely to be needed in drilling operations. Newly updated material includes
conversion tables into metric. Separate chapters deal with calculations for drilling fluids, pressure control, and
engineering. Example calculations are provided throughout. Includes formulas for pressure gradient, specific gravity,
pump output, annular velocity, buoyancy factor, volume and stroke, slug weight, drill string design, cementing, depth of
washout, bulk density of cuttings, and stuck pipe.
This powerful book seeks not to condemn public schools or to alarm parents. Instead it serves to edify and motivate
parents, school personnel, and the community to work together for the benefit of the children, as it presents effective
strategies for confronting issues and changing the school environment.
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